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Abstract—Detection of unauthorised or malicious electromag-
netic (EM) transmissions in the wireless spectrum is highly
important in both military and commercial systems. In military
wireless networks, and particularly in congested EM environ-
ments, the detection of unknown radar or communication wave-
forms can lead to timely identification of potentially adversarial
transmissions or intruders in the area. On the other hand,
in cognitive radio networks the identification of unauthorised
communication waveforms can prevent and mitigate security
threats, such as Primary User Emulation (PUE) attacks. However,
data of such waveforms are usually of insignificant size to be
effectively modelled or even there are no prior data available
since they appear for the first time, which makes their timely
detection particularly difficult.

In this paper, we present a Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) based system which trains on available (presumably
friendly) EM signals to detect any previously unseen types
of EM waveforms, which can be potentially characterised as
unauthorised or malicious. The proposed system is successfully
trained and tested on a synthetic dataset comprising different
pulsed radar and communication modulated signals impaired
with Rician multipath fading, AWGN and random clock offset,
resulting in center frequency offset and sampling time drift, and
it was shown to successfully detect any previously unseen types
of EM waveforms even in low SNR.

Index Terms—Anomaly Detection, Generative Adversarial Net-
works, Wireless Communications, Radar Waveforms, Wireless
Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic (EM) environment is becoming in-
creasingly congested and a major challenge in both military
and civilian wireless networks is the detection, classifica-
tion and management of radiowave interference. Particularly
in military systems and tactical networks, the detection of
unknown (i.e., previously unseen) radar waveforms, radio
communication signals or other EM transmissions is highly
important since it may indicate the presence of hostile com-
munication, radar or sensing devices in the close area. On
the other hand, in cognitive radio networks, one of the most
common security attacks is known as Primary User Emulation
(PUE), where a malicious user tries to imitate a primary
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user (PU) transmission by emitting wireless signals whose
power and waveform characteristics are almost similar to a
legitimate PU. In this way, the secondary users (SUs) believe
that a PU is present, they vacate the frequency band they were
occupying and refrain from using the spectrum. In other cases,
adversarial users/devices may attempt denial-of-service (DOS)
attacks by jamming the transmissions; poisoning attacks by
transmitting corrupted data to manipulate sensing results;
spoofing attacks by mimicking transmissions from legitimate
users at the physical layer to fool signal authentication systems
and intrude protected wireless networks.

For all the aforementioned reasons, the EM signal waveform
detection and classification has received increased attention
over the last decades. Particularly, Radio Frequency (RF)
fingerprinting [1], a technique to identify and classify wireless
devices, based on their unique radiometric features present
in their received analogue signals, has been utilised as an
enhancement to wireless network security at the physical layer.
These unique features are primarily a result of the wireless
channel response (due to multipaths and the influence of the
surrounding environment), which is called channel-fingerprint;
and the imperfect analogue transmitter components (e.g.,
filters, mixers, oscillators and power amplifiers), which is
called device-fingerprint. The majority of RF fingerprinting
techniques are either transient-based (i.e., aim to extract time-
and/or frequency-based features from the signal throughout
the transition from the turn-off to the turn-on of a transmit-
ter, just before the transmission) or steady state-based (i.e.,
focus on the unique features, such us I/Q imbalance and fre-
quency/amplitude/phase errors, extracted from the modulated
part of the signal, usually the preamble). RF fingerprinting has
been successfully explored for a number of wireless devices
operating on various standards, such as, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ra-
dio frequency identification (RFID), wireless sensor networks,
cellular and FM transmitters, and has demonstrated that it can
be utilised to passively identify the source of transmission [2].
However, transient-based techniques are complex, susceptible
to noise and require a higher sampling rate to extract the
transient signal due to its short period, while steady state-based
techniques require some information of the used modulation
scheme.

Over the last years, deep learning techniques have been
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increasingly used to characterise and classify wireless com-
munications [3], [4] and radar signals [5]. However, the vast
majority of such work has been treating the EM waveform
detection and classification as a supervised learning problem,
assuming the existence of prior information (i.e., labelled
samples) from all devices/waveforms under consideration. In
most cases though, unauthorised or malicious transmissions
are originated from previously unidentified users/devices with
unknown RF fingerprints. As a result, samples from these
waveforms are usually of insignificant size to be effectively
modelled or even there are no samples since they appear for
the first time. The lack of pre-existing labelled data from
such devices makes their identification through traditional
supervised learning techniques extremely difficult.

In order to identify such signals, we should rely on tech-
niques, which only use the already available data to learn how
to detect any irregular or unobserved patterns/features in a new
set of data. This task has been known as anomaly or novelty
detection. Therefore, in the remaining of this paper, we will re-
fer to any already known waveforms (and their corresponding
features) as “normal”, while any previously unseen waveforms,
with features different to the former ones, as “anomalies”. In
this work, we leverage the latest research advances in machine
learning to develop a new system for anomaly detection. The
system is trained on a set of known, friendly EM waveforms
to learn their “normal” latent space distribution. Then identify
any unknown waveforms, which do not belong in that space,
as (potentially adversarial) “anomalies”.

More specificity, the contribution of this paper can be
summarised as follows:

• First, a new dual Autoencoder (AE) enhanced Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) architecture for EM wave-
form anomaly detection is proposed and implemented .
It relies only on already known (presumably friendly)
data for training, to identify any previously unseen types
of EM waveforms during testing, and classify them as
“anomalies” (Section III). The proposed system does
not require any prior knowledge of the anomalous (and
potentially adversary) signals or data.

• Second, in order to avoid instabilities and mode col-
lapse during training, the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence
(used as the objective function in previous GAN based
architectures for anomaly detection) is replaced by the
Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generated
data distributions respectively. Moreover, in order to en-
force 1-Lipschitz continuity on the critic when calculating
the Wassesrtein distance, “gradient penalty” for weight
regularization (which requires very little hyper-parameter
tuning) is used (Section II).

• Third, the proposed anomaly detection system is suc-
cessfully trained and tested on synthetic EM radar and
wireless communication waveforms, showing that it can
be used to effectively detect previously unseen signals
and classify them as potentially adversarial (Section V).

The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. In

Section II, a brief introduction on GANs and a summary
of their use for anomaly detection is given. Our proposed
system to detect previously unseen/potentially adversarial EM
waveforms, by characterising them as anomalies, is presented
in Section III. Section IV describes the experimental set-up
and the EM waveform dataset used for training and testing
the proposed approach. Performance results and discussion
are given in Section V and finally conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.

II. GANS FOR ANOMALY DETECTION

The Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) framework,
introduced by Goodfellow et al. [6] has been successfully
applied to model complex and high dimensional distribution
of real-world data. These characteristics of GANs suggest that
they can be successfully used for anomaly detection, although
their application has been only recently explored. In their
original formation, GANs consist of two competing networks:
a generator G that learns how to map samples drawn from an
arbitrary random distribution (usually Gaussian or uniform)
to the real data space, and a discriminator D that learns to
distinguish between the samples generated by G and real data
samples. This can be formulated as a min-max game in which
the two players (i.e., G and D) compete against each other,
as follows:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]

+ Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))].
(1)

After successful training, the discriminator D will learn the
real data distribution and should be able to distinguish between
real samples and any other set of data samples (including
data that have not been encountered before), which do not
follow the same distribution. In other words, the probability
output of the discriminator can be directly used as an anomaly
score. One of the first GAN-based systems to identify rogue
transmitters by exploiting this property was proposed in [7].
The objective of the system was to learn hardware impairments
in commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) wireless transceivers, such
as the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of the trans-
mitted signal, commonly known as the “I/Q imbalance”, which
is caused by imperfections in local oscillators and mixers and
its unique to different radio hardware. The model was trained
on raw I/Q signal data, collected from a number of universal
software radio peripheral (USRP) radios. It was shown that the
proposed system can accurately identify “trusted” transmitters
at high SNR (30dB).

However, as we explain in the following, only the dis-
criminative benefit of the network was exploited in this case,
i.e., to minimize the distance between the real and generated
sample distributions, respectively. Moreover, vanilla GANs are
susceptible to training instabilities and mode collapse and
therefore are different to train.

A. Feature space in GANs

The theoretical basis for the connection between the sample
and latent space distributions in GANs was first established in
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BiGAN [8] and ALI [9], enabling the accurate learning of
feature representations. AnoGAN [10] was the first attempt
to utilise the latent feature space of a GAN for anomaly
detection. During training in [10], only normal samples were
used to learn a latent feature space, which captures the
normality underlying the given data, so that the corresponding
reconstructed (i.e., mapped from the learned latent space back
to the original data space) samples and initial samples are as
similar as possible. After training, the difference between the
input and the reconstructed samples will indicate anomalies.
The main limitation of that work is the computational inef-
ficiency due to the iterative search for the latent vector. To
address this issue, EGBAD [11] adds an encoder to map input
samples to their latent representation during the adversarial
training, which considerably improves the inference speed of
the network. GANomaly [12] further improves the generator
over the previous work by modifying the generator network
to an encoder-decoder-encoder network and adding two more
extra loss functions to constrain the latent space. All the
aforementioned work was primarily designed for, and tested
on, digital image datasets. Our proposed system is mainly
influenced by [12] and intends to identify anomalies in EM
waveforms.

B. Wasserstein GAN-gp

Vanilla GANs are known to be susceptible to training
instabilities (i.e., the discriminator is optimised faster than the
generator to the point where the discriminator provides no
reliable gradient information and the generator barely learns
anything) and mode collapse (i.e., the generator learns to
generate samples only from a few modes of the training data
distribution but fails to create samples from the remaining
modes).

In order to overcome these issues, in our proposed network,
instead of using the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence (used
in traditional GANs), we use the Wasserstein-1 distance [13]
between the real and generated data distributions as the objec-
tive function. By replacing the sigmoidal activation function
in the discriminator, its output is now a scalar score (i.e., a
value in a range which can be interpreted as how realistic the
generated input samples are) rather than a probability. Since
the discriminator is not trained to classify inputs as real/fake,
it will be renamed to “critic” to reflect its new role, similar
to [13]. Moreover, in order to enforce 1-Lipschitz continuity
on the critic when calculating the Wassesrtein distance, we use
“gradient penalty” [14] (i.e., the squared difference from norm-
1) for weight regularization, which requires very little hyper-
parameter tuning compared to the intially proposed gradient
clipping [13].

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed neural network architecture, comprising a
dual autoencoder (AE) enhanced generative adversarial net-
work (GAN), is presented in Fig.1. The GAN consists of two
main blocks, the generator and the discriminator (which is

referred to as the critic C, since Wasserstein loss is used).
The generator itself consists of two serially connected AEs.
The first AE (G1) consists of an encoder GE1 , which takes as
input any EM signal x and outputs a low dimension vector z (a
latent representation of x), and a decoder GD1 , which receives
z and outputs x̂ (a reconstructed version of the original signal
x). The output x̂ of G1 is provided as input to both the second
AE (G2) and the critic C. Similar to G1, the AE G2 uses
an encoder GE2 to calculate ẑ (the latent representation of
the generated signal x̂), and a decoder GD2 to map ẑ to ˆ̂x
(a reconstruction of x̂). The architectures of G1 and G2 are
identical.

The remaining block of the network architecture is the critic
C which receives as input both the real EM signal x and
its reconstruction x̂ = G1(x). The objective of the critic is
to maximize the Wasserstein distance between the two inputs
signals. Since “gradient penalty” is used to enforce 1-Lipschitz
continuity, the critic’s loss function is given by

Lcritic =Ex∼px [C(G1(x))]− Ex∼px [C(x)]

+ λgpEx̃∼px̃ [(‖ ∇x̃C(x̃) ‖2 −1)2],
(2)

where λgp is a hyper-parameter that weights the gradient loss
(here we set λgp = 10) and x̃ is sampled uniformly along a
straight line between x̂ and x [14]. Note that x̂ is not sampled
from a random space as it happens in conventional GANs but
it is the generated output of the first autoencoder G1.

A. Generator Loss

The generator loss is formulated as the weighted sum of
three different loss functions, each one of them optimising a
different part of the overall architecture. These loss functions
are described in the following.

1) Adversarial Loss: The adversarial loss Ladv is related
to the Wasserstein discriminator loss (2) and is calculated as
the average critic score on generated signals:

Ladv = −Ex∼px [C(G1(x))]. (3)

2) Reconstruction Loss: The reconstruction loss Lrec is
defined as the weighted sum of all L1 distances between x,
x̂ and ˆ̂x, respectively:

Lrec = v1Lrec−1 + v2Lrec−2 + v3Lrec−3, (4)

where, v1,v2 and v3 are the weighting parameters and

Lrec−1 = Ex∼px ‖ x−G1(x) ‖1 (5a)
Lrec−2 = Ex∼px ‖ x−G2(G1(x)) ‖1 (5b)
Lrec−3 = Ex∼px ‖ G1(x)−G2(G1(x)) ‖1 . (5c)

3) Encoder Features Loss: The encoder features loss Lenc,
aims to minimize the L2 distance between the latent represen-
tations, mapped in the low-dimensional feature space by the
encoders GE1 and GE2 respectively:

Lenc = Ex∼px ‖ GE1 (x)−GE2 (G1(x)) ‖2 . (6)
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Fig. 1. The proposed dual-autoencoder enhanced GAN architecture, where f(.) has to be a 1-Lipschitz function.

The model is forced to learn latent feature representations
which retain the important information needed to reconstruct
the input signals. Since the model is optimized towards normal
signal instances only, it will fail to minimize the distance
between latent representations mapped in the space by other
signals (such as, anomalies).

The objective function of the generator is to minimize the
following weighted sum of the aforementioned loss functions

Lgen = wadvLadv + wrecLrec + wencLenc, (7)

where wadv ,wrec and wenc are the weights to adjust the impact
of the corresponding losses to the overall objective function.

B. Anomaly Score

While all the aforementioned loss functions have been used
to train the network, only the latent space representations,
captured by the encoder feature loss (6), are used to calculate
the anomaly score. Therefore, the anomaly score for a test
sample ẋ is given by:

Ascore(ẋ) =‖ GE1 (ẋ)−GE2 (G1(ẋ)) ‖1 . (8)

Higher anomaly score implies higher chance that ẋ has
been picked from a dataset whose distribution is dissimilar to
the original training set. However, since the anomaly score is
calculated as the L1 norm, which can take any positive value,
and the network has no prior knowledge of the “anomalous”
data before testing, it is difficult to define a direct anomaly
score threshold which separates normal data from anomalies.
This issue will be further discussed in the next section.

In order to make the anomaly score easier to inter-
pret, we calculate the whole set of anomaly scores S =
{si : Ascore(ẋi)} for every sample ẋi in the test set, and apply

feature scale (similar to [12]) to have the anomaly scores
within the probability range of [0, 1]:

s′i =
si −min(S)

max(S)−min(S)
. (9)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND EM DATASET

In our experimental setup, we adopted and modified the
MATLAB code from [15] to generate a synthetic dataset
of different channel-impaired EM radar (i.e., rectangular,
linear frequency modulation (LFM) and Barker code) and
wireless communication (i.e., BPSK, QPSK, PAM4, GFSK
and CPFSK) modulated waveforms. In this paper, our main
focus is on radar waveforms, while communication signals are
treated as emissions from adversarial sources. The objective of
our network is to classify any samples from the training class
as “normal” and samples coming from any other waveform
class as “anomalies”. More specifically, we consider three dif-
ferent scenarios where one radar modulation type is considered
as trusted and is used for training, while the remaining radar
and communication waveforms are only used in testing.

1) Only Radar Waveforms: In the first scenario, only the
three radar waveforms are considered. Among them, only one
modulation type is regarded to be available (and assumed to be
trusted) in training. The remaining two radar modulation types
are available only for testing (and assumed to be adversarial).

2) Radar and Communication Waveforms: Radar systems
normally operate in increasingly congested EM environments,
competing with other transmitted sources, such as communica-
tion systems. Therefore, in the second scenario, we extend the
dataset to include both radar and communication waveforms.
Data from only one radar waveform type is considered to be
present (and trusted) during training, while the remaining two
radar modulation types and all five communication waveforms
are treated as adversarial signals available only for testing.
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3) Only LFM Radar Waveforms: The objective of the last
scenario is to investigate whether the proposed system can
differentiate between radar signals of the same modulation
type having different waveform parameters. We have partic-
ularly chosen to test the LFM waveform since it is one of
the most widely used for radar systems operating in Low
Probability of Interception (LPI) mode, due to its simplicity
and effectiveness [5]. A complex representation of a baseband
LFM pulse with amplitude A, chirp bandwidth β, and chirp
duration τ is given by

s(t) = Aej(2π
β
τ t

2+φ), for 0 < t < τ. (10)

Here we consider four waveform classes that correspond to
the combination of the following parameter values, β =
{0.1Fs, 0.2Fs} and τ = {10Ts, 20Ts}, where Fs and Ts are
the sampling frequency and period, respectively. One of the
four waveform classes is considered to be present (and trusted)
during training, while the remaining three classes are treated
as adversarial signals available only for testing.

For each modulation type, 10,000 frames with sample rate
of 100MHz is generated, each of them consists of 1024
complex samples. Every time the network is trained on 80%
of the trusted signal frames. In testing we use 10% of the
trusted signal sample and an equal number of frames uniformly
chosen from the remaining signal types. For instance, if LFM
is considered as trusted modulation, we use 1,000 samples
from LFM and 500 samples from rectangular and Barker, re-
spectively. All signals are impaired with white Gaussian noise
with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) taking one of the following
four values [-18, -12, -6, 0, 6] dB. Moreover, the signals are
passed through a Rician multipath fading channel. We assume
a delay profile of [0 1.8 3.4] samples with corresponding
average path gains of [0 -2 -10] dB, and K-factor equal to
4. We consider both static and moving transmitters. For the
latter, the maximum Doppler shift is 4 Hz, which is equivalent
to a walking speed at 902 MHz carrier frequency.

V. RESULTS

In this work, we use the Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristics (AUROC) curve metric to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed “anomaly” classification system. The
ROC curve plots the True Positive Rate (TPR) on the y-axis,
against the False Positive Rate (FPR) on the x-axis. Therefore,
the area under the ROC curve is a measure of the separability
between two classes (in our case “normal” and “anomaly”). An
ideal model has AUC near 1. In other words, that model can
achieve TPR close to 1, while keeping the FPR close the zero.
An AUC close to 0.5 means that the model fails to distinguish
between classes.

Table I summarises the AUROC values for the first scenario
(described in Sec. IV) when the network is trained on one of
the EM radar waveforms at a given SNR value and tested on all
three radar waveforms with the same SNR. It can be observed
that the proposed system is able to learn features in LFM
and Barker code modulated waveforms, resulting to AUROC
scores close to 1. This means that we can set an anomaly score

threshold that allows us to identify “anomalies” (in this case
radar modulations, which have not been considered in training)
with almost zero false positives. However, for rectangular
shape modulation and for low SNR (e.g., −18dB) the AUROC
is reduced to 0.832. Lower AUSOC scores indicate that we can
not identify anomalies with high probability without suffering
from some false positive decision outcomes. This can be
visualised in Fig. 2 where the ROC curves for the three radar
waveform are presented for SNR at −18dB. Therefore, the
anomaly detection threshold should be carefully decided ac-
cording to our TPR and FPR requirements. The corresponding
histogram of the anomaly scores for both normal and abnormal
samples, when trained on LFM waveforms at -18dB SNR, is
presented in Fig. 3.

TABLE I
AUROC VALUES FOR RADAR ONLY EM WAVEFORMS

Pulsed Radar Waveforms
SNR LFM Rectangular Barker

-18dB 0.981 0.832 0.999
-12dB 0.986 0.911 0.999
-6dB 0.998 0.915 0.999
0dB 0.999 0.968 0.999
6dB 0.999 0.976 0.999

Fig. 2. ROC curves for the 3 EM radar modulated waveforms (SNR=−18dB).

Fig. 3. Histogram of the scores for both normal (i.e., LFM) and abnormal
(i.e., rectangular and Barker) test samples (SNR=−18dB).

Table II demonstrates the impact of different SNR values
during training and testing on the AUROC for the second
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scenario (described in Section IV). More specifically, the
system is trained separately on different radar waveforms (i.e.,
LFM, rectangular and Barker) and SNR values (i.e., SNR={-6,
6}dB), and is tested considering both radar and communication
waveforms (i.e., BPSK, QPSK, PAM4, GFSK and CPFSK) of
different SNR values (i.e., SNR={-6, 0, 6}dB). Note that the
SNR values in training can be different from the testing. It can
be seen that different SNR values in training have very small
impact on the AUROC for all modulations. However, smaller
SNR values during testing seem to have negative impact on the
AUROC scores. This is particularly obvious when the system
is trained on rectangular pulse modulated waveforms where
we have a score reduction of approximately 20% when the
SNR is reduced from 6dB to -6dB.

TABLE II
AUROC VALUES FOR RADAR AND COMS EM WAVEFORMS

SNR Pulsed Radar Waveforms
Train Test LFM Rectangular Barker

-6dB 0.999 0.776 0.987
-6 dB 0dB 0.999 0.921 0.998

6dB 0.999 0.986 0.989
-6dB 0.999 0.871 0.983

0 dB 0dB 1.000 0.944 0.999
6dB 1.000 0.995 0.990

-6dB 0.996 0.801 0.974
6 dB 0dB 1.000 0.929 0.999

6dB 1.000 0.991 0.999

Finally, Table III demonstrates the ability of the proposed
system to identify different parameters in radar waveforms of
the same modulation type. Particularly, in this scenario, we
only consider LFM waveforms with different chirp duration
τ and bandwidth β, expressed as functions of the sampling
period and frequency respectively. The AUROC scores in-
dicate that the proposed system can successfully identify
such parameters, particularly at high SNR (i.e., ≥0dB). It is
worth mentioning that when very similar AUROC scores are
observed for different SNR value (e.g., scores very close to 1),
the time needed for the system to converge to these scores is
much faster for higher SNR values (e.g., 6dB) than for lower
ones (e.g., -6dB). This is the case for all three scenarios.

TABLE III
AUROC VALUES FOR LFM ONLY WAVEFORMS

LFM waveforms
β = 0.1Fs β = 0.2Fs

SNR τ = 10Ts τ = 20Ts τ = 10Ts τ = 20Ts
-18dB 0.974 0.706 0.974 0.741
-12dB 0.961 0.850 0.999 0.744
-6dB 0.988 0.945 1.000 0.899
0dB 0.996 0.994 1.000 0.999
6dB 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a dual-autoencoder generative adversarial
network to detect rogue/hostile radar and wireless communi-
cation signal waveforms has been proposed and implemented.

After the system is trained on known, friendly EM waveform
samples to learn their “normal” latent space distribution, it
can identify any unknown samples, which do not belong in
that space as (potentially hostile) “anomalies”. The proposed
system has been successfully trained and tested on a synthetic
dataset comprising different pulsed radar and communication
modulated signals, impaired with Rician multipath fading and
AWGN and it is shown to achieve AUROC scores close to
unity even at low SNR. Further studies should investigate and
assess the system performance based on real world EM signal
waveforms. Finally, an algorithm that exploits the ROC curves
to dynamically adapt the anomaly score threshold according
to the TPR and FPR requirements, will be part of our future
work.
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